MSc in Human Resource Management and
Organisational Behaviour
Ոێᩒრᓕቘ݊ᕟᕢᤈԅᏗॊ᧞ᑕ
Special Features ᧞ᑕᇙᜋ
Uniqueness ᇿᇙ
The Programme is unique in the way it embraces a whole-person approach to build soft skills and other
attributes, which can serve as essential building blocks for a student’s career development in human
resource and other business management areas. It is also unique in bridging human resource management
and organisational behaviour concepts in solving the complex people management in a dynamic global
business environment.
զقՈරᙙොୗङِኞጱਫێӨٌ՜ᇙᨶҔํපᣟݳԧՈێᩒრᓕቘӨᕟᕢᤈԅጱፘ༷ىஷҔํۗԭᥴ٬॔
ጱՈᓕቘᳯ̶᷌

Action Learning Projects ਫ᪢Ꮈԟᶱፓ
The Action Learning Projects provide students opportunities to visit and analyse companies across industries
to gain the contemporary and best practice knowledge in human resource management.
ᧆ᧞ᑕ᭗ᬦ᧘ই݇ݪلᥡ҅ᦒᕞᎸԟၚۖ҅Ꮈᦎտզ݊ᕟᕢၚۖᒵ୵ୗଆۗኞ឴ଚଫአ๋ڹဠ๋ᩂݳਫ᪢ጱӫӱᎣ
ᦩ҅ङِಢڣᖌզ݊܋ᶾ̶ێ

Professional Networking Activities ӫӱᗑᕶୌၚۖ
Our executive mentoring and internship programmes assist
our students to develop a stronger professional network and
career plan.
᧞ᑕጱᶱፓਫԟᶱፓ࣐ํݢපۗܐኞୌᒈ୩य़ӬӫӱጱՈ
ᴬىᔮᗑᕶզ݊؉অᘳӱኞ႕ᥢ̶ښ

Learning Outcomes ᧞ᑕԟፓຽ
• To explain the changing nature of the human resource
management function and its implications for human
resource policies, planning and practice;
ᧁ᯽Ոێᩒრᓕቘᘳᚆጱݒ۸ᨶٌ݊ࣁՈێᩒრᒽ҅ᥢښ
ਫ᪢ᒵොᶎጱଫአҔ

Ŏ To apply skills and knowledge for managing and developing people in continuously changing
environments;
ࣁӧෙݒ۸ጱሾहӥଫአᛔದᚆӫӱᎣᦩᬰᤈՈጱᓕቘӨݎҔ

Ŏ To think critically and innovatively in solving complex problems regarding the management and
development of organisational members;
॔ጱᕟᕢ౮ާᓕቘӨݎᳯ᷌ᬰᤈಢڣӨڠෛጱᘍҔ

Ŏ To utilise organisational behaviour concepts to diagnose and resolve people management problems;
ᬩአᕟᕢᤈԅ༷ஷڣෙᥴ٬Ոᓕቘᳯ᷌Ҕ

Ŏ To apply sound principles of ethical conduct and social responsibility in a human resource management
context; and
ࣁՈێᩒრᓕቘፘىሾहӥݳቘᬩአ᭲ևቘᤈԅڞٵᐒտᨱձڞٵҔ

Ŏ To develop a credible performance management strategy that clearly demonstrates the contribution of
the HR function to an organization’s mission.
ګਧݢᤈጱᖂපᓕቘኼ҅ݢզกᏟดᐏՈێᩒრᘳᚆᕟᕢֵጱᨯሠ̶

Programme Curriculum ᧞ᑕᕮ
Required Courses (6 modules) ᧞ץᑕҁᳪ҂
Management of Organisations and People

Managing Ethically

Teams for Learning

Contemporary Human Resource Management

Performance Management

Action Learning Projects

ᕟᕢӨՈᓕቘ
ࢫᴚԟ

᭲ᓕቘ

୮դՈێᩒრᓕቘ
ਫ᪢Ꮈԟᶱፓ᧞ᑕ

ᖂපᓕቘ

Elective Courses (any 4 modules) ᭌ᧞ץᑕҁձᭌᳪ҂
Managing Conflict in Organisations

Leadership in Organisations

Comparative and Cross-cultural Management

Strategic Management

ᕟᕢӾጱ٫ᑱଫݒᓕቘ
۸ྲ݊ᓕቘ

ᕟᕢᶾێ
ኼᓕቘ

Managing Quality for People and Organisations
ՈԪӨᕟᕢᨶᰁᓕቘ

Organisational Analysis and Change
ᕟᕢړຉӨݒᶐ

Business Decision Making with Software
ӱۓ٬ᒽ݊կଫአ

Remarks: The offering of elective courses is subject to sufficient demand and faculty availability.

॓ဳғᭌ᧞ץᑕᦡӨݐވ٬ԭኞᵱ݊ᔮරጱරਞഭ̶

Words from our Alumni
'Time flies, I have finished my master degree at Lingnan University this year and I
am so blessed to choose MScHRMOB Programme. During the process of
learning, I gained a lot of professional human resources management knowledge
and had opportunities to visit famous companies in various industries. We had a
better understanding of how to practice what we have learned in future work. In
addition, thanks to our professors and classmates to bring me lots of unforgettable
memories.'
Ms XU, Anqi Angel (MScHRMOB 2019 Graduate)

'This Programme allows me to gain invaluable knowledge from experienced
professors who used "real-life" examples as part of their teaching. In the past year,
the Programme arranged different guest speakers to deliver talks. In addition, site
visits to companies were also well organized. I was mostly impressed with the
visit to Linkedln when we received a tour around the office. The humanistic and
relaxing office allows employees to have good sense of belonging to the company
It also cultivates creativity and innovation for the establishment of the HR
networking system. I treasure the lectures and chances of site visits which will
definitely give me invaluable insights and help me in my future career.'
Ms BAILEY, Jennifer Cousineau (MScHRMOB 2018 Graduate)
‘The HRMOB Programme at Lingnan University offered great insight for those just
getting into the HR field and those looking to further their education after gaining
valuable work experience. As an international student, it was helpful to learn
practical skills and apply theories to real-life companies based all over the world.
The lectures were informative, interactive, and interesting. I am truly grateful to my
professors and programme leaders for setting up an amazing learning experience.’
Ms CANDRILLI, Sophia Rose (MScHRMOB 2020 Graduate)

Words from our Programme Coordinator
Prof SNELL, Robin Stanley

Adjunct Professor, Department of Management

‘I have many happy memories of teaching and socialising with students of the
past cohorts, and look forward to more of this. The classroom atmosphere is
friendly, attentive and interactive. The students share their viewpoints and ideas
openly and enthusiastically, and are keen to learn from one another as well as
from me.’

Experiential Learning ֛ḵୗԟ
Apart from the courses, we develop a series of optional experiential learning programs including
1) Singapore Study Trip, in partnership with Nanyang Technological University and
2) Leadership Incubation Program coached by professional trainers, to accelerate students’ leadership
development skills
᧞ᑕԅኞਞഭ᧞झզक़ጱ֛ḵԟᶱፓ۱ೡ
1) ܖ၇ቘૡय़ېܐጱෛ࣠ےࢫ݊
2) ኧӫӱՈێᩒრᒽ݊ښଃᶾጱᶾᤥङᙙᦇᦏ҅ښኞᚆड़ਫᴬ݇ӨӾݎސ՜ժጱᶾᤥᄟᚆ

Professional Recognition ӫӱᦊᦤ
Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource Management ḕՈێᩒრᓕቘտ
Graduates of the Programme are eligible for the associate membership of the Hong
Kong Institute of Human Resource Management (HKIHRM), provided they hold a
recognised first degree in business.
೮ํᦊݢጱࠟᑀॊ֖ጱ᧞ᑕླӱኞ࣐ݢ឴౮ԅḕՈێᩒრᓕቘտጱٵտާᩒ໒̶

Hong Kong Management Association ḕᓕቘӫӱܐտ
Graduates of the Programme are eligible for membership of the Hong Kong
Management Association (HKMA), provided they hold a recognised first degree in
business.
೮ํᦊݢጱࠟᑀ֖ጱ᧞ᑕླӱኞ࣐ݢ឴౮ԅḕᓕቘӫӱܐտጱտާᩒ໒̶

Chartered Professionals in Human Resources of British Columbia and Yukon
(CPHR BC & Yukon)
• MScHRMOB students are eligible to enroll as student members.
• MScHRMOB students are exempted from writing the Chartered Professional in Human
Resources (CPHRTM) National Knowledge Examination® (NKE) in Canada.
• MScHRMOB graduates (who have been enrolled as student members during their study)
would become CPHRTM Candidates and are eligible to apply as full members of CPHR
BC & Yukon after accumulating three years of relevant professional HR experience

Admission Requirements فկ
General qualifications ኩ᧗ᩒ໒
• Hold a bachelor's degree awarded by a recognized tertiary institution or have equivalent qualifications,
which may be considered on a case-by-case basis.
ኩ᧗ᘏᵱ೮ํᦊݢय़ጱॊ֖ํٌ՜ݶᒵܲҁᥤԒኩ᧗ᘏఘ֢٭ӻڦᘍᡤ҂̶

Language requirements ᥝ
• An applicant whose degree is not from a tertiary institution in Hong Kong or an English-speaking country
should obtain a minimum score of 550 (paper-based test) or 79 (internet-based test) in the Test of English
as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), or a band score of 6.5 or above in the International English Language
Testing System (IELTS).
ᴻᶋ೮ํḕٌ՜ࢵਹय़ᶹݎጱٌ֖҅՜ኩ᧗Ոᶳᒧݳզӥᥝғಓᐰᘍᦶ 72()/ ๋֗౮ᖂᬡ
 ړᕕᘍ  ړᗑᘍ Ҕᵝᘍᦶ ,(/76 ๋֗౮ᖂᬡ̶ړ

• Applicants who do not fulfil the above language requirements but have an equivalent score in a recognized
test, or an equivalent qualification assessment to prove their language proficiency will be considered on a
case-by-case basis.
๚ᬡکӤᬿᥝ֕೮ํݶᒵᩒ໒ጱኩ᧗ᘏ҅ํݶᒵᩒ໒ᦧզᦤกٌᚆێጱኩ᧗ᘏ҅տ֢ӻڦᘍᡤ̶

Pre-entry courses ᶼᑀ᧞ᑕ
• Applicants holding a non-business degree are required to pass pre-entry courses in Economics, Human
Resource Management and Statistics prior to the start of the Programme.
๚้ץᬦ(FRQRPLFV+XPDQ5HVRXUFH0DQDJHPHQW6WDWLVWLFVᑀፓᬯԶᑀፓᦊᦩጱኩ᧗ᘏਖ਼ᵱԭ
᧞ᑕতڹ᭗ᬦፘଫᶼᑀ᧞ᑕ̶

Scholarships & Financial Assistance
ॹᰂ݊ᩇᩒۗ
• Scholarships might be considered for
students on the basis of academic merit.

outstanding

ॹᰂਖ਼ദԨ౮ᖂսጱኩ᧗ᘏҔف᧞ᑕጱኞٍ࣐॓ᩒ໒
౮ԅ॓ᭌՈ̶

• Local students are eligible for applying the Extended
Non-means Tested Loan Scheme (ENLS) or Continuing
Education Fund (CEF).
ḕࣈኞݢኩ᧗ŉಘጱ௳فعਭັᩅྃᦇښҁ(1/6҂
೮ᖅᬰץचᰂ &() ٍ֛҅ᧇఘ҅ݢၨᥦࣁᘳਹସ݊ኞᩒۗԪ
॒ۓᗑᶭ̶

Master of Science in Human Resource Management & Organisational Behaviour
Ոێᩒრᓕቘ݊ᕟᕢᤈԅᏗॊ᧞ᑕ
Tuition Fee (2021/22): Local students - HK$103,000
ᩇ  

ḕࣈኞ૰ز

Non-local students - HK$168,000
ᶋḕࣈኞ૰ز

Mode of Study:

Full-time

Study Period:

Normal - 1 year

ץොဩ
ץଙᴴ

Ӟᛱଙᴴଙ

๋ᳩଙᴴଙ

Modules Required:

10 modules

Credits Required:

30 credits

ړᥝ

ᳪ

ړ

Medium of Instruction: English
ദ᧞

E-mail ኪᮒ admission_hrmob@LN.edu.hk

ق෭ګ

Maximum - 3 years

᧞ᑕᥝ

Enquiry ᧃߎ݊௳מ
Tel ኪᦾ
(+852) 2616-8308
(+852) 2616-8309



Website ᧞ᑕᗑᒊ
LN.edu.hk/mgt/prog/

WeChat ஙמ
MScHRMOB

